A. OPERATING INSTRUCTION

IMPORTANT SAFETY INSTRUCTION:
The powerCON system is certified as connector without breaking capacity according IEC 61984 / VDE 0627. In this standard the term connector (without breaking capacity) refers to components which in normal use are not to be engaged or disengaged when under load or live.

Connector Combination & Keyways:
With the two non-interchangeable types of connectors (A type and B type) it is impossible to produce a short circuit. Mating connectors (combination) are identified by mechanical keyways and by color.

A type (color coding blue)
POWER IN

B type (color coding gray)
POWER OUT

B. ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTION

Flat tabs for 3/16" FASTON - 4.8 mm x 0.5 mm [0.187" x 0.020"]

Attention:
Maximum allowable torque 0.5 Nm.

Panel Cutout (Rear Side)